
• 67% increase in site traffic

• 7X application pipeline

• 36% savings per applicant

• 42% increase in total  
enrollment 

#CentroInAction

FAST FACTS
THE RIGHT FIT 
When a small private college  
decided that its digital media  
strategy simply wasn’t making  
the grade, it sought a new digital 
partner with a fresh perspective — 
one that could offer a wider  
variety of digital execution  
choices that would improve  
recruiting efforts. The school  
had some aggressive goals:

•  Increase application  
   pipeline to 1,000+

•  Reduce cost per  
   application to $140

•  Accelerate online enrollment 
   rate to over 20 percent

Choosing a digital partner can  
be a lot like choosing a college. 
Finding the right fit is absolutely 
critical to success. Ultimately,  
it was Centro’s record of more  
than 13 years of helping higher  
education clients leverage  
digital advertising that made  
the difference.

ACHIEVING  
EXCELLENCE
Centro digital experts got  
right to work building a plan  
and managing placement of  
a custom suite of performance-  
proven properties.

The Centro team also brings  
another advantage — proprietary 

software called Basis Platform 
that streamlines digital media 
operations and allows us to  
implement strategic plans 
backed by deep analytics, 
enabling clients to execute 
campaigns faster and more 
effectively.

Campaign results far exceeded 
original goals. With a dedicated  
team continuously making real- 
time optimizations, in three short  
months the client experienced:
•  A 67 percent increase in site

traffic, driving performance 
that exceeded all revenue 
and re-enrollment goals

•  7X the expected application 
   pipeline, resulting in more than 
   1,300 completed applications
•  A cost-per-application decrease 
   to $90, a savings of 36 percent
•  A 42 percent increase in total  
   enrollment for the spring  
   session — 2X the initial goal

Following such a great report 
card, the college continues to 
work with Centro to shift traditional  
media budgets to digital.

WHY CENTRO?
Centro is a leading developer 
of digital advertising and media 
management software. Centro 
software and services make  
digital advertising easier for  
more than 2,000 customers.  
More than $400 million is  
processed through Centro’s  
software annually. Founded in 
2001, Centro is headquartered  
in Chicago with 37 offices in  
the U.S. and Canada.
 
To learn more about Centro,  
visit www.centro.net or email  
us at info@centro.net.

CENTRO SOLUTIONS

centro.net

CASE STUDY:  
COLLEGE TAPS CENTRO TO BOOST 
RECRUITING THE DIGITAL WAY

Basis by Centro:  
Centro’s Basis technology 
centralizes, organizes, and 
automates all digital media 
campaigns across all channels, 
accessing both guaranteed 
and biddable inventory to 
achieve any objective. 

Our innovative, holistic 
approach gives marketers 
a single system of record to 
fulfill their research, planning, 
buying, optimization, reporting, 
and reconciliation needs.

Centro utilized  
site-direct placements  

to reach targets in unique  
environments as well as  
look-alike modeling and 

re-targeting to re-engage 
audiences and drive  

conversions.


